
WASHINGTON DC TAROT GATHERING - MEETUP

Topic: The Love Edition

Intro: State your name and favorite love song, remind us of your tarot level and how your
tarot practices is going

Follow up:
● Book I discussed on Rider Waite-
● Tarot Study Hall? Two interested thus far please email or

Main Discussion: Tarot cards and love/relationship readings

While we are talking about the cards - feel free to show off your cards on the screen so we can
see various decks and new artwork

Type Associated Cards Notes

Romantic Love Marriage
Bond

The Hierophant, Lovers- 6
of wands
Blessing of the union
Justice (legal)
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4 of wands, Chariot -
building a home, going
down the aisle
Wheel of Fortune, The
World- Karmic timing
10 of Cups/Pentacles-
Cements long term
generational
2 of cups - happy couple
King/Queen of Swords -
serious about
commitment, upfront
about things
8 of pentacles - building
together, couple who
works hard

Friendship/Platonic The Star - association with
Aquarius
Hang Man - not
progressing into more
stuck on the same stage
Lovers (Rx)
Temperance - lack
chemistry to be more the
friends
Justice Rx - wont lead to
marriage
2 of cups- can be friendly
love, enjoying good
company
10 of wands- over forcing,
reached max potential of
what it will be
2 of swords - seeing what's
not there, blinded to the
truth
Page of Swords - friendly
conversations
King/Queen of Pentacles
more dependable type
than romantic
3/8 of pentacles - work
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over romance
2 of Pentacles - friendly
fun

Karmic Love/Twin Flames
*A twin flame is an intense
soul connection, sometimes
called a "mirror soul," thought
to be a person's other half. It's
based on the idea that
sometimes one soul gets split
into two bodies. One of the
main characteristics of a twin
flame relationship is that it will
be both challenging and
healing

Justice,Wheel of Fortune,
Strength, Devil - Karmic
Cards
Magician - learning from
each other
The Moon - strange pull to
each other
The Hanged Man - stuck
together no matter what
2/10/4 of
Pentacles/Judgement -
doing this relationship
before in another lifetime
The Lovers- angel, past life
6 of cups - nostalgic, past
life
3 of wands- manifested
coming together again
4 of swords- past life

Soul Mate Bonds
Friends and Lovers

Strength - Karmic, opposite
attract
The Sun - happy bond,
joyous, renewing, magnetic
Lovers - karmic, past life,
both make good choices to
keep relationship steady
healthy
The Empress- Full of joy
contentment, creative
activities,
4 of swords - coffin sealed,
restorative relationship
4 of wands/ 2/10 of Cups -
familiar, friend like family,
Queen of swords - able to
be truthful
6 of wands - partner
completes them feels
good when together
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10 of Pentacles - deep
roots, resilient
5 of Pentacles - there for
better or worse

Fling/Short Romance
Intentional/Surprise
endings

Tower - Ends when it ends,
could be explosive
comparative affair
The Moon - could be 7
weeks or 7 years, not clear,
boundary issues
Death- bad breakup,
transformational
relationship, come out of it
different person
The Fool- long talks lead to
ending things, depart after
the fun runs out
The Sun - burnout
2 of wands - conflicting
plans about the future
8 of wands/Page/Knight of
wands - quick quick, might
keep in touch after its over,
3/6/7 of swords-
Heartbreak, sadness,
walking away,
manipulation
2 of pentacles - alot of
back and forth before
ending, FB
4 of pentacles - emotions
shutdown, not open to love
7 of pentacles - picks
someone else

Take them back, Fix the
relationship

Judgement - forgive and
start a new
Death - acceptance first
but open to restarting a
new day is here, moves on
from conflict after much
change has been made
6 of
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Pentacles/Temperance-
adjusting the criteria and
formula, what does each
other want? Giving and
receiving imbalances
The World- coming back
together and feeling
complete this time
Strength - not in a rush,
puts in diligent time to
fixing things
The Sun - pouring new light
back into another person
Ace of Cups - new
emotional cycle towards a
restart
Cups court cards?
5 of cups ( two cups
meaning something left to
be fixed)
6 of wands / 3 of wands -
plans come together, feel
good about new path
forward
3/6/7 of swords (RX)
Knight of Pentacles -
determined attitude
Queen/King of
Pentacles/Cups - brings
maturity to the situation

Stay Single, Don't advise
involvement

Hanged Man - enjoys their
me time, not up for change
5/7 of swords,Emperor -
selfish
The Hermit - enjoys
solitude
The Star- more friends
than romance
Judgement - take a reset
before starting something
new
8 of cups - emotions need
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healing before seeking
partnership
Page Of Cups - naive,
emotional immaturity
3 of swords- heart not
healed yet
Page/8 of wands - do you
have time for a
relationship?
2 of wands - get clearer on
why you want to be
involved first before taking
the next step
The Emperor, 9 of
Pentacles - more involved
with self at the moment
3/8/Page of pentacles -
work over romance

Cheating, Infidelity, Low
Trust, Players

The Fool- too care free to
take bond serious
The Moon
Hang Man RX - doesn’t get
off the ground
2 of pentacles playing
games willing to settle?
6 of Pentacles/ 3 of cups -
are you the side person?
7 of cups - you are one of
many options
Knight of Cups - enjoy
romancing many
Page/8 of wands - busy
inbox, commitment
concerns
7/Page/Knight of swords -
swift words actions, may
not be stable
3 of Pentacles - work affair
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7 of Pentacles - juggling
alot of people you may be
on the outside looking in

Watch out for drama The Moon - deceit,lies
High Priestess -  hides
under mystery
Magician - Trickery
The Fool - always going in
different directions, risky
The Emperor - their way or
the highway
5 of Wands - plays games
7 of wands- Boundary
issues, brute force
Knight/Queen of Swords-
too blunt, lack of tact
Knight of Cups - fanciful
words, emotional
manipulation
Knight of Pentacles -
stubborn person
4 of Pentacles - doesn’t
talk about feelings

Lack of Love, intimacy,
physical chemistry

The Empress,Temperance
Sun, The World (RX) - lack
vitality, fullness
Hermit - Lost
5 of cups
3/8/9 of swords
Ace of Cups (RX)
9 of Cups - unattentive,
misses the details
Cups Court Cards (RX)
4/5 of Pentacles
Ace of Pentacles (RX)

Dump them Tower - time to blow it up
The Fool - start over
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Death - pull the band off
the relationship quick so
that yall both can heal
Temperance - tired many
things nothing working end
it
Judgement - make a
decision stop ruminating
and end it
2/7 of wands
3/6/9/10 of swords
4/7 of cups - not focused
on the relationship
(distractions nearby)
3 of cups - another person
in the picture
8 of cups - tired
5 of Pentacles - may not
can afford to date, faith
incompatibility
Ace of Pentacles (RX)
7 of pentacles

Self Love The Sun - get outside,
doctors appt, get health
check up
The Empress - restore via
sensuality
The World - seal yourself
off from the world
9 of cups - make a wish!
7 of wands - tell others NO
4 of swords- meditate
5 of swords - Taking a
victory for yourself
Ace of Swords - breed a
new mindset
9/10 of pentacles - spend
on yourself day
3 of cups - Embrace joy
6 of cups- Kick it old
school-recreate your fav
70,80,90s looks, inner child
work
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Page of Cups- intuition has
a message listen and take
action
Knight of Cups- slow down,
take a break

Codependency/Unhealthy
Bonds

The Devil - obsession in a
bad way
High Priestess -
Persephone myth, might
be in denial
4 of cups -  depression
9 of wands - accept the
ending
8/9 of swords - mental
bondage
Knight of Cups - words
have become power
5 of wands - conflict as a
love language
5 of Pentacles - resources
exhausted, both have given
all that they have
6 of Pentacles - warning,
issues with roles and
responsibilities

Spreads:
The Relationship Analysis Spread from Ron
We can do this as a group for ONE person (LUCKY DRAW)
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Round Robin Love Readings:
Bring a question and come prepared to engage in a group readings for a QUICK answer
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